LARGE POWER CONTRACT SERVICE

AVAILABLE
At locations on the Company’s existing delivery system operating at or below 34 kV. At the Company’s option, Large Power may be delivered from a higher voltage.

APPLICABLE
To any Customer having a maximum demand of 200 kVA or more for all power and energy uses at any one location where service of a single character is taken through one meter at one point of delivery for which no specific schedule is provided.

DEFINITIONS AND CONDITIONS

1. Service is delivered at standard, three-phase voltage from available lines with adequate capacity. Company retains the right to change the voltage of its supply lines.

2. Service normally is measured at delivery voltage; however, Company reserves the right to locate its meters at a voltage other than delivery voltage and compensate for transformer losses.

3. Highest Capacity shall be capacity in kVA measured during the 30-minute period of maximum use during the billing month, including adjustments.

4. Billing Capacity shall be the Highest Capacity established during the current billing month, except that Billing Capacity shall not be less than:
   a) 80% of the Highest Capacity established during the most recent three preceding billing periods with ending meter reading dates that fall in the summer period, or
   b) 200 kVA.

5. Service under this rate schedule is subject to Company’s Electric Terms and Conditions approved by Midwest Energy, Inc. Board of Directors.

Effective: January 1, 2019

APPROVED BY
MIDWEST ENERGY, INC.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS